democratic parties, as the most important
carriers of the left ideology in post-war
Europe, over the course of the last decade, has
often been related to the world economic crisis
from 2008 and its consequences, but the roots
of the crisis obviously run much deeper. The
end of the post-war economic boom in the 70s,
the breakdown of communism, the effects of
hyper-globalisation and the rise of inequality
and populism in developed countries is bringing
up the question about the role of the
contemporary left and its ideological and
programmatic shifts during this long and still
ongoing process of change. This conference aims
to comparatively address the current challenges
of the left in Europe, to identify the
structural and ideological causes of the crisis
and to discuss theoretical and the already
established models for a re-conceptualisation
of the left.
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Keynote Lecture

Biography

Catherine Samary has taught economics at the University Paris Dauphine
and political economic issues at the Institute of European Studies/University of Paris 8. She obtained her PhD in economics for her research on
different Yugoslav reforms published in French under the title The Market
Against Self-Management. The Yugoslav experience (1988). She is involved
in international networks of popular education and critical thinking. Her
main fields of research have been the Yugoslav crisis, the ‘Great Transformation’ in Eastern Europe, global and European issues. She has written
books and articles translated into several languages, in particular for Le
Monde Diplomatique. For more details see: http://csamary.free.fr

Revisiting the Challenges
of the Left in a Global World:
Towards a New ‘Concrete Utopia’
All components of the ‘institutional left’ and what had remained of
the left, were confronted with historical upheavals, which shaped the globalised capitalism of the 21st century and destroyed the structural conditions
of left policies during the past. The first strike came with the neo-liberal
answers to the crisis of the 197Os, symbolised by Margaret Thatcher’s ‘TINA’
approach in 1980, followed by the (French) ‘social-liberal’ turn with consequences for the whole of Europe. The historical turn of 1989/1991 radicalized and globalised the neo-liberal social war, while the German unification
reshaped Europe. Instead of putting an end to these policies, the 2008 financial crisis, followed by the so-called debt crisis, was taken as an opportunity for a new anti-social and anti-democratic offensive, with the attempt to
further discredit left ideas. The globalized crisis of ‘civilization’ appears in
Europe as a crisis in which socio-economic, environmental and political dimensions are intertwined with ideological issues. It is also a crisis of ‘parliamentary’ representation and it raises the question of citizenship and that of
the democratic control of choices - on local, national, the European and
global level. Both the struggle for equal rights for everyone and the defence
of ‘commons’ as public goods is being opposed by several reactionary fronts
with a strong xenophobic strategy. Fighting these combined oppressions
requires a new “concrete utopia” which aims to learn lessons from past failures and to resist all relations of domination.
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Session1:
Challenges of the Left in
the Contemporary World
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Heikki Patomäki is Professor of World Politics at University of Helsinki,
tralia, Japan and the UK. His research interests include philosophy and
methodology of social sciences, peace research, futures studies, global
political economy and global justice and democracy. Patomäki has published more than 20 books and 200 research papers and numerous popular articles and blogs. Patomäki’s most recent books in English are Disintegrative Tendencies in Global Political Economy: Exits and Conflicts (Routledge, 2018) and Brexit and the Political Economy of Fragmentation: Things
Fall Apart (ed. with J. Morgan, Routledge, 2018).

On the Dialectics of Global
Governance in the Twenty-first Century:
A Polanyian Double Movement?
Following decades of economic globalisation and market-oriented
reforms across the world, Karl Polanyi’s double movement has been invoked
not only to explain what is happening, including Brexit and Trump, but also
to give reasons for being hopeful about a different future. Some have suggested a pendulum model of history: a swing from society to markets leading,
in the next phase, to a swing from markets back to society, and so on. The
double movement can also be understood dialectically as a description of an
irreversible historical development following its own inner laws or schemes
of development. Going beyond a thesis–antithesis–synthesis pattern, I maintain that conceptions and schemes drawn from dialectics, and especially dialectical critical realism, can provide better geo-historical hypotheses for
explaining past changes and for building scenarios about possible future
changes. I analyse political economy contradictions and tendencies, and focus
on normative rationality, to assess substantial claims about rational tendential
directionality of world history. I argue that democratic global Keynesianism
would enable new syntheses of the market/social nexus, in the direction of
social democracy and democratic socialism. Furthermore, a learning process
towards qualitatively higher levels of reflexivity can help develop global transformative agency. Existing contradictions can be resolved by means of rational collective actions and building more adequate common institutions. These
collective actions are likely to involve new forms of political agency such as
world political parties.
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Alpar Lošonc is Professor at the Department of Social Sciences, Faculty of Technical Science, University of Novi Sad, Serbia. His books include:
Heterodox Problematisation of Money (co-author), Neoliberalism as Destiny or Choice (co-author), Suffitientia ecologica, Resistance and Power,
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Power as Social Event, Anatomy of Commodity (co-author), etc.

Post-capitalist Scenarios without the Left?
The symbolic year of 1989 is merely a consequence of the crisis of
various welfare projects that occurred at the same time, even synchronised
in capitalist and socialist countries in the seventies of the 20th century. The
defeat of the social democratic and communist movement in 1989 derives
from a) the antinomy of the Keynesian-Fordist configuration of the relationship between capital and labour, and b) antinomies of the welfare state projects with the logic of self-valuation of capital, that is, in relation to the capital
as a subject of self-valorisation. The left has shown some weaknesses in terms
of its own position in the context of world capitalism, but its defeat primarily stems from the structural tendencies of capitalism itself. 1989 signifies: a)
the affirmation of ultra-capitalism, that is, capitalism that appropriates totality, b) the defensive left that is neoliberalised. Today’s orientation towards
the strong affirmation of right-wing paradigms cannot be imagined without
the neoliberalisation of the left. Despite the fact that after the crisis there
were numerous classic conflicts in different countries (strikes), a dissent about
the form of rebellion, etc. a greater part of the left, particularly its parliamentary-conformist line, remains defensive. As an end point and as a by-product
of the neoliberalisation of the left, we are confronted with the fact that the
right shows a far greater engagement with regard to criticism of capitalism,
which of course, is based on right-wing perspectives. Are we witnesses to
articulations of post-capitalist scenarios but without the left?
Sandra Bašić Hrvatin is a professor at the University of Primorska. Her
scientific and research work focuses on the issues of media policy, political
communication, communication law and practice and international communication. She regularly publishes the results of her research in national and international journals. Bašić Hrvatin served, inter alia, as the chairperson of the Slovene Broadcasting Council, as a member of the Independent Media Commission in Kosovo and a member of the Slovene
Advertising Ethics Commission. Since 2000, Prof. Bašić Hrvatin has been
working as an independent expert for the Council of Europe, the OSCE
and the European Commission in the field of media regulation. She is also
a media and human rights activist and a columnist in several newspapers.
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Is it at all possible to be a journalist and express the slightest disagreement with neoliberalism? is a question posed by Serge Halimi in his book The
New Watchdogs. The answer, derived from a brutal analysis of the organisation of the French media, is clear: No, it is not possible. The media are deeply integrated in political organising even though the main myth of media
(and journalist) work being based in the presupposed independence from
political and economic influence. To be objective and impartial, to have a
tendency to balance the political landscape: it always results in remaining
within a “safe” and unquestionable system of neoliberalism. Ferdinand Tönnies claims that the media are capitalist enterprises par excellence and as
such, they are committed exclusively to creating profit for their owners. Is
it therefore at all possible to think (organise) a revolution without questioning the extremely counter-revolutionary role of today’s media? The answer
is, again, clear: No, it is not possible. This presentation aims to examine the
power mechanisms that control the media discourse when narrating the
revolution and the role of this narration in appeasement of social conflict,
the criminalisation of resistance and the legitimisation of reformism as opposed to revolution. Despite the widespread “theories” on resistance,
backed by the media themselves, on the role of social media in igniting revolts, a real resistance is only possible with the presence of physical bodies
in a specific space. But those that use their bodies to defend spaces of autonomy are sanctioned with the most effective of mechanisms to silence
public resistance: police surveillance and draconian lawsuits. It is precisely
the example of the organisation and struggles of autonomous groups that
are fighting daily to preserve the spaces of solidarity with all of the oppressed, which will be used to demonstrate that it is possible to think, organise and live in a different kind of world. De te fabula narratur.
Kosta Josifidis is a retired professor of economics at Novi Sad University.
He taught macroeconomics, European integration, EU macroeconomics.
During his university career, he published a number of textbooks, monographs and papers on macroeconomic theory and policy, international
finance, methodology of economics, political economy of transition, globalisation, welfare state and European economy. He is a member of the
Presidency and Executive Board of the Association of Economists of Serbia and president of the Association of Economists of Vojvodina. In addition, he was a member of the National Bank of Serbia’s Council and the
National Bank of Serbia’s Council of the Governor (2006–2011). From 2002
to 2003, he served as a Fulbright scholar at Washington State University
at Pullman. He is editor-in-chief of the journal Panoeconomicus.
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Session 2:
The Consequences
of the Third Way in the EU

Andreas Nölke is Professor of International Political Economy at
Goethe-University at Frankfurt/Germany. He obtained his PhD at Konstanz University and his Habilitation at Leipzig University, before teaching
at the universities of Amsterdam and Utrecht. His main areas of research
are comparative capitalism, emerging markets, financialisaton and EMU.
His recent publications include the popular monograph Linkspopulär
(Frankfurt 2018) and the co-edited volume Handbook of the International
Political Economy of the Corporation (Cheltenham 2018).

The Left in Germany and
the Appeal of a Popular
(Communitarian) Left-Wing Option
Social democratic and socialist parties are no longer the only ones
vying for the votes of their historic core electorate – the working classes –
and their ability to mobilise support in the bottom half of the socio-economic scale has dwindled. Although they often still have the vote of skilled industry workers, public servants and the high-qualified white-collar sector,
that’s not enough. Without the support of the working class, the parties’
traditional task of rallying the lower and middle classes to create left-ofcentre majorities becomes an impossible one. Mobilising this support requires developing and enacting policies that benefit the bottom 50 percent
of society, as well as reaching out to those with misgivings about unchecked
globalisation, those who fear that the country’s social safety net will be eroded by migration and a supranational EU. Political positions that respond to
these concerns are frequently, but wrongly viewed as right-wing. Adding a
second axis to the traditional left-to-right spectrum – one stretching from
cosmopolitan to communitarian – can help us better understand these political desires. People on the cosmopolitan end of this scale value open borders, supranational institutions and transnational mobility, while those who
identify with communitarian ideas emphasise the protection of democratic
structures and social security at the national level. While most European left
parties can be situated in the cosmopolitan left-wing space, we are lacking
a communitarian left-wing outfit. Communitarian-inclined voters have no
electoral choice other than turning to right-wing populists, even though they
may be uncomfortable with its nationalist, oftentimes racist discourse.
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Philippe Marlière is Professor of French and European Politics at University College London (UK). He was a Research Fellow at the Centre
National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS) between 1989 and 1994.
He holds a PhD degree in Social and Political Studies from the European University Institute in Florence. He was awarded the 2007 Chair
Session 2

of Politics at the Université Libre de Bruxelles in recognition of his
work on European social democracy. Philippe Marlière researches
political ideas, party politics and the French left. He is currently writing
a book on the republican ideology in France.

The Long Decline of the Parti socialiste in France
When François Hollande was elected French president in 2012,
the Parti socialiste (PS) was in charge of all major political powers in
France: executive (president and government), legislative (both houses),
and it was the main party at regional and municipal levels. Six years on,
the party has almost lost all these positions of power and is back in opposition. Its parliamentary group has shrunk to its lowest level since the
beginning of the 5th Republic in 1958. Its members have been leaving the
party in droves and long-time socialist heavyweights have retired. How
does one explain such a sudden reversal of fortune? The crisis which
explains the current state of affairs has largely preceded Hollande’s presidency. The latter only exacerbated the pre-existing problems of a threefold nature: these issues are policy-related, ideological and of a personal
nature (leadership, officials and membership). This paper will therefore
start by placing the ongoing crisis in the PS in a historical perspective (the
past 20 years or so), then it will concentrate on Hollande’s presidency
and discuss the underlying factors which have led to the current situation.

Ognjen Pribićević is a principal research fellow at the Institute of
Social Sciences in Belgrade. His main areas of research are foreign
policy, EU-integrations of Serbia and the development of parliamentarism in Serbia. Dr Pribićević has lectured at universities and institutes
in Princeton, Pittsburgh, Washington, Colorado, Seattle, New York,
Oxford, Geneva, Paris, Vienna, Heidelberg and Munich. His articles
were published in fourteen countries including US, UK, Austria, Czech
Republic, Hungary, Poland, Bulgaria, Switzerland, Germany and Norway. He served as the ambassador of Serbia in Germany (2005-2009)
and the United Kingdom (2013-2017).
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European social democracy is in crisis everywhere. For more than
a decade, leading social democratic parties have not been in power or in
coalition with conservative parties. During the last decade, they lost almost a half of their electoral support. More importantly, these parties
conduct politics that are more or less the same as those of conservative
parties. For the first time after a half of a century an alternative to neoliberalism appeared in the face of the radically left-oriented Jeremy Corbyn, who took over the Labour Party in 2015. His plan to nationalise
railways, water, energy and to abandon university fees and raise taxes
for the rich, got a strong support among voters, especially among the
young generation. Like the neoliberals in the 80s, he wants not only to
win elections but also to change the political agenda in the UK. New
ideas have also appeared among the left parties in Germany and France.
It is not only the fate of social democracy that depends on the success
of these new left projects, but also the fate of Europe as a whole, since
social democratic parties crucially contributed to its economic progress
and democratic stability after World War II.

Enna Gerin is a researcher and policy analyst at the progressive Swedish union think tank Katalys. She was born in Mostar (Bosnia and Herzegovina), grew up in Örebro (Sweden), received her bachelor’s degree in Political Science at Freie Universität (Berlin) and her master’s
degree in Nationalism Studies at Central European University (Budapest). Enna Gerin has written several publications for Katalys and her
main areas of analysis are welfare state policies, migration and integration policies, the rise of the radical right and challenges of social
democracy. Her most recent publication is an analysis of the Swedish
general elections that took place in September 2018.

Swedish Social Democracy:
To Win Again We First Need to Admit Our Defeat
The Nordic self-image of being the beacon of progressiveness,
openness and tolerance has lately been questioned in regard to the rise
of the radical right in the region. But in Sweden, the real delusional
self-image that few are talking about is the myth of a still strong, equal
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and overarching social democratic welfare-state. The Swedish economy
and society have both undergone a remarkable neoliberal transformation
in the last three decades, what sociologist Göran Therborn has named
“the counter-reformation” in his latest book on the Swedish class society.
In the recent national elections in September 2018, the Swedish Social
Democrats (SAP) gained 28 percent of the votes, a worse result than in
1911, when neither women nor workers had full voting rights. The last
time a majority of the voters voted for the three progressive socialist and
green parties was in 2002. To start winning again, the broad left and
especially the SAP need to begin with admitting this monumental defeat:
the defeat over the general development in the society, as well as a harsh
political defeat. Something radically new must grow out of these ashes,
a social democratic alternative that challenges the neoliberal status quo
for real.

Public Discussion
Who Needs the Left
and Whom Does the Left Need?
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Mate Kapović (born 1981) is an associate professor at the Department of Linguistics at the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences (University of Zagreb). He is a long-time political activist (since
2008) and a founding member of the left-wing party Workers’ Front
in Croatia. Representing the Workers’ Front, he was an elected
Public Discussion

member of the Zagreb City Council in 2017-8. He is the author of
the book “Essays on Capitalism and Democracy” (2015, in Croatian).
Adam Klug. As a school teacher on summer break, Adam volunteered on the Jeremy Corbyn for Labour Leader campaign in the
summer of 2015. Four weeks after Corbyn’s victory, he became one
of three staff members who helped to establish and build Momentum. He worked as a National Organiser, playing a central role in
developing Momentum from its launch in a borrowed office space
with no money, to a volunteer-driven membership organisation of
over 42,000 paying members, internationally renowned for innovative campaigning and revitalising the Labour Party. Adam played
a leading role in developing and delivering Momentum’s highly
regarded general election campaign in 2017, combining grassroots
organising and cutting-edge digital media. He is part of the core
organising team of The World Transformed, a political education
initiative that emerged from Momentum. Adam has advised progressive campaigns internationally, including in: Canada, the USA,
Australia, Tanzania and across Europe.
Heikki Patomäki is Professor of World Politics at University of Helsinki, Finland. A civic activist, Patomäki has also worked at universities in Australia, Japan and UK. His research interests include
philosophy and methodology of social sciences, peace research,
futures studies, global political economy and global justice and
democracy. Patomäki has published more than 20 books and 200
research papers and numerous popular articles and blogs. Patomäki’s most recent books in English are Disintegrative Tendencies
in Global Political Economy: Exits and Conflicts (Routledge, 2018)
and Brexit and the Political Economy of Fragmentation: Things Fall
Apart (ed. with J. Morgan, Routledge, 2018).
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Vuk Vuković is a Belgrade-based sociologist (Faculty of Philosophy,
University of Belgrade) with a background in philosophy, and is a
regular contributor to several online and print publications (Bilten,
Novi plamen, Le Monde diplomatique). His main areas of theoretical
as a translator, editor and researcher, and has participated in different social and political movements and collectives. His most
notable publication is Financial Analysis of Serbian Public Companies,
2011-2013 (Belgrade, 2015).
Irena Ristić is a researcher at the Institute of Social Sciences in
Belgrade. She obtained her PhD in South-Eastern European history at the University of Regensburg. Her research focuses on the
dynamics of state and nation building processes both in the
19th-century Serbia and the post-Yugoslav states, with a special
interest in the origins of anti-west/anti-EU sentiments. Her recent
publications include two edited volumes on the impact of international criminal tribunals on institutions and public opinion, while
her book on the position of Serbian political elites towards the
West and Russia respectively prior to World War I is forthcoming
(in German, 2019).
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Session 3:
Alternatives to the Third Way
before and after 2008

José Castro Caldas is a researcher at the Centre for Social Studies,
Coimbra University, Portugal, and a member of its Observatory on
Crises and Alternatives. He received a PhD in economics at ISCTE-Lisbon University Institute, where he was a professor. His main research
interests are on the history and methodology of economics and the
political economy of labour. His recent publications include Economia(s) (Porto, 2009), and the edited books Facts, Values and Objectivity in Economics (London, 2012), Valores em conflito Megaprojetos,
Ambiente e Território, (Coimbra, 2016), and Trabalho e Políticas de Emprego: um retrocesso evitável (Lisbon, 2017).

Economic and Financial Integration:
Theory, Practice and Experience in the EU Periphery
During and immediately after the World War II, economic integration was conceived both by (neo)liberals and social democrats as the only
available antidote to the repetition of the catastrophe. For neoliberals,
market enhancing economic integration was conceived as the appropriate context for the flourishing of the liberal project. For social democrats,
instead, market embedded integration, was viewed as a precondition not
only for peace but also for development. The presentation traces the
intellectual origins and rationale of both perspectives. The European
Economic Community emerged out of a compromise of these contrasting
views on economic integration and evolved through time, especially since
the inception of the European Monetary Union (EMU), into an entity that
very much materialises the (neo)liberal expectations and the social democratic fears. The presentation assesses this evolution in general. It finally considers, in particular, the experience and prospects within the EU
and the EMU of a peripheral country – Portugal.
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Ioannis Balampanidis holds a PhD in political science and is a
researcher at the Centre for Political Research of Panteion University and also member of the editing board of the journal Synchrona Themata. He is the author of Eurocommunism. From Communist to Radical Left in Europe, Polis, Athens, 2015 (Routledge,
Session 3

forthcoming).
Katerina Labrinou holds a PhD in Political Science and History
from Panteion University. She is currently conducting post-doc
research at the Centre for Political Research of Panteion University. She is the author of Unified Democratic Left 1956-1967. Politics
and ideology.

The “Competitive Symbiosis”
of Social Democracy and
Radical Left in a Europe in Crisis
During the crisis, the radical left, especially in the European
south, accelerated its course from marginality to mainstream, while
social democracy found itself trapped in its previous strategic orientations. We propose to examine the two political families in a relational and comparative perspective, focusing on the interaction of
social democratic and Radical left parties as evolved in a series of
national cases (Greece, Portugal, Spain and France) and in particular
within the political and electoral cycle of 2015-2017 – with a special
focus on the emblematic Greek case with the stunning rise of SYRIZA.
The strategic responses of these parties to the critical juncture of the
crisis, which mark convergence or deviation paths between the two
“enemy brothers”, shed light into their political-ideological transformations and adaptations.
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Michał Syska is director of The Ferdinand Lassalle Centre of Social
Thought (independent think tank, Wroclaw, Poland). As a lawyer
he graduated from the University of Wrocław and did his postgraduate studies at the Polish Academy of Sciences. He is completing
his PhD in political science. Author of scientific articles on righteditor of books devoted to social policy, crisis of democracy and
historical politics of the left. Publicist and commentator.

Between Populism and Liberalism:
Is There Space for the Left
in Central and Eastern Europe?
The Case of Poland
There are three types of cleavages in post-communist countries to be distinguished: a) the territorial and cultural cleavage (rural
vs. urban, traditionalists vs. modernisers, religiousness vs. secularism,
nationalism vs. openness to the world); b) the post-communist cleavage (anti-communists vs. persons associated with the previous system’s state institutions or people nostalgic for the social security
offered during communism); c) the socio-economic cleavage (advocates of the free market and privatisation vs. advocates of state interventionism). After 1989, the Polish political scene was structured
mostly among the first two types of social and political divisions. This
situation favoured the post-communist left who twice formed the
government and twice won the presidential election. The lack of
meaning of the socio-economic division marginalised the left-wing
parties referring to other traditions. In 2005, the post-communist left
suffered an electoral defeat. Since then, the Polish party scene has
been dominated by two camps: right-wing populist and liberal.
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Session 4:
What Was and Is Left after Yugoslavia?

Mitja Žagar is Research Councillor at the Institute for Ethnic Studies
and member of the Scientific Council of the Slovenian Research Agency. He is full professor at Universities of Ljubljana, Primorska/Littoral
and New University. As (visiting) lecturer/professor/fellow he has cooperated with higher education and research institutions in Europe,
Australia and North America as well as worked as expert with national, foreign and international institutions and organisations. Combining
law, political science, diversity management, ethnic, peace and conflict
studies, he has researched human rights, protection of minorities,
ethnicity, migration(s), inclusion, integration, governance, participation, democracy, federalism, autonomy, transformation(s)/transition(s), institution building, citizenship, civic and life-long learning,
prevention, management and resolution of crises and conflicts, etc.
and published on these topics. (Extensive CV and bibliography available at: www.inv.si)

The Left and Right:
Outdated Political Concepts
or Useful Analytical Tools?
Although we often conclude that traditional ideological and political concepts and divisions that traditionally determined the left and
right are outdated and do not correspond to current situations and divisions in contemporary societies, they remain present in public and scholarly discourses and still determine political and ideological divisions promoted by politicians, who define themselves as politicians of the left or
right, centre-left or centre-right or left and right of the Centre. The presentation addresses historic evolution and transformation of these concepts and explores how they can still be useful in studying political relations and balance of power and influence in plural and diverse societies.
In this context, it argues that new approaches and contents need to be
considered and included into our perceptions of what constitutes the
contemporary left.
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Danijela Dolenec is Assistant Professor of Political Science at the University of Zagreb and President of the Board of Directors of the Institute of
Political Ecology (IPE). She earned her master’s degree in public policy
from the LSE (2005) and her PhD in political science from ETH Zurich
(2012). Danijela’s primary research interest is the crisis of representative
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democracy in Europe, explored from the perspective of mass politics and
challenges to conventional political institutions. Some of her most recent
writing focused on the Right to the City movement in Croatia, the electoral trajectory of the Green party ORaH and the impact of veteran organisations on political dynamics in Croatia.

The Left in the European Periphery:
From Crisis to Renewal?
The presentation starts with an analysis of the changing grammar
of political conflict in contemporary Europe, with a particular focus on
right-wing populism. In the second part, the analysis focuses on distinct
features of the current conjuncture as observed in the post-socialist Europe and finally, it makes tentative proposals for left interventions.

Jasmin Hasanović is a teaching assistant and PhD candidate at the Department for Political Science, Faculty of Political Sciences at the University of Sarajevo/Bosnia and Herzegovina. His main areas of research
combine political theory, contemporary theories of power, social movements, art, political symbolism and the political use of space.

Post-Dayton (Im)possibilities
for the Left in Bosnia and Herzegovina
The aim of the presentation is to analyse the current political environment in Bosnia and Herzegovina from a leftist perspective and see both the
reasons for the failures of establishing a new political and social alternative
as well as the possibilities for overcoming the ethno-determined narrative.
Could Bosnia-Herzegovina’s Dayton-constructed reality be the chance for the
emergence of a new, progressive left, or it is the main obstacle to it? Finally,
what are the leftist alternatives to the current state of division, which is advantageous to ethno-elites as the new political and economic classes? Where
– and what – is the left in contemporary Bosnia and Herzegovina?
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Biljana Vankovska is Professor of Political Science at the Faculty of
Philosophy, Ss. Cyril and Methodius University, Skopje, the Republic
of Macedonia. Guest Senior Research Fellow at Copenhagen Peace
Research Institute (COPRI),1997-2000. Faculty staff member at the
European Peace University (EPU), Stadschlaining, Austria (2000-2014).
International Advisor at the Transnational Foundation for Peace and
Future Studies (TFF), Lund. She is editor-in-chief of the journal Security Dialogues as well as a member of editorial boards of various international scholarly journals.

Is Another Balkans Possible?
The So-called “Naming Issue”
Through the Leftist Perspective
The presentation focuses on the ongoing political crisis initiated
by the name agreement between Athens and Skopje. The agreement, a
brainchild of the Western power-centres and vastly greeted in the Western intellectual circles, de facto provoked a mayhem. Instead of resolving
a protracted dispute, it opened a Pandora’s box of a myriad of internal
and external conflicts in both states. However, it has also opened a possibility for reviving a left-wing criticism and cooperation across the border, on several levels, and with a special focus on the class perspective
that should be one of the unifying factors of the left in the Balkans.
Paradoxical as it may seem, the name dispute offers a great possibility
for overcoming the TINA logic of the ongoing geopolitical and imperialist games in the Balkans - only if the left in Macedonia and Greece try to
deconstruct the problem and transcend it through left-wing, or better
class, economic and social perspectives and offer a different alternative
for the Balkans.
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Session 5:
Where Has the Left Gone in Serbia?

Jovo Bakić is Assistant professor at the Department of Sociology, Faculty
of Philosophy at the University of Belgrade, Serbia. He obtained his PhD
in sociology at the same institution. His main areas of research are nation
and nationalism, history and society of Yugoslavia, ideologies in general
and far-right in particular. He has published two monographs (Ideologies
of Yugoslavism between Serbian and Croatian Nationalism 1918-41, Zrenjanin, 2004; Yugoslavia: Destruction and Its Interpretations, Belgrade, 2011),
while the third one, about the European far-right, is forthcoming.

What’s Left of the Left
in Serbia during the
Restoration of Capitalism?
The left in Serbia shares the general weaknesses of the European
left, which has found itself in a bad shape since 1989. However, there are
certain specific features of the Serbian left, related to both the Yugoslav
socialist past and the 1990s legacy of the Milošević regime, making the
perspectives of the left in Serbia even worse. In other words, Socialist Yugoslavia – that had appeared after the self-styled socialist revolution and
developed under the benchmarks of self-management and non-aligned
policies as well as the constitutional ethno-federalism led by Josip Broz
Tito and the Communist Party (League of Communists) of Yugoslavia after
the break-up with Stalin – left some negative legacies from the standpoint
of Serbian nationalism, and the Serbian left has to cope with it today. What
is more striking, both Slobodan Milošević and his wife, left an extremely
negative legacy to the contemporary Serbian left, because they linked the
Socialist Party of Serbia (SPS), led by S. Milošević, and the Yugoslav Left
(JUL), led by Mirjana Marković, with values of Serbian nationalism and appearance of a specific political capitalism at the periphery of the world
capitalist system. In addition, today’s SPS collaborates with the Serbian
Progressive Party on any neoliberal legislative initiative and policy. Despite
all these negative legacies and the peripheral position in the world capitalist system, there is a new young generation of leftists in Serbia, involved
in various social and political initiatives and movements, who are willing to
create an entirely new and potentially strong left soon.
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Nada Novaković is a researcher at the Institute of Social Sciences in Belgrade.
She obtained her PhD in sociology at the Faculty of Philosophy, University of
Belgrade. Her main areas of research are: social structure, social power of the
working class, social conflicts, especially worker’s strikes, and the labour law
and social legislation in Serbia. Her recent publications include the monograph
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Radnički štrajkovi i tranzicija u Srbiji od 1990. do 2015. godine (Belgrade, 2017).
Marija Obradović is a researcher at the Institute for the Recent History of
Serbia in Belgrade. She obtained her PhD in political science at the University
of Zagreb. Her main areas of research are socialist political economy, privatisation of socially owned property, history of the working class movement and
the social status of the working class in Serbia. Her recent publications include
the monograph Hronika tranziciong groblja. Privatizacija društvenog kapitala u
Srbiji 1989-2012, (Belgrade, 2017).

The Left and Labour
Relations in Serbia 2000-2018
One of the remarkable features of today’s political system in Serbia,
a former socialist country, is the lack of a significant left-oriented political
party. The reason for the feeble position of the left in Serbia is the dramatic
erosion of the labour social power, which comes as a consequence of the
privatisation of socially owned property in Serbia that took place in the last
20 years. The loss of the social power of workers is reflected in the spectacular worsening of the social position of workers in contemporary Serbia.
Currently, more than 350.000 employees work for the minimum wage of
157,3 dinars (less than two Euros) per hour, while half of the work force earns
less than an average salary, which was 49,202 dinars (417 Euros) in July 2018.
The majority of workers are indentured labourers, that is to say, they do not
have long-term stable employment, while undeclared employment is widespread, particularly in the construction industry. Workers work without security, endure ill-treatment at work place, and they are paid derisory wages.
The loss of social power of labour in Serbia left trade unions as broken and
bettered organisations. At present, less than a quarter of employees in Serbia are member of unions. They have become indistinguishable as a political
group and scrape at the margin of social and political life. The weakness of
trade unions and the lack of organised working class movement minimised
the influence of the left in the political process in Serbia. This is reflected in
the adoption of labour laws that are extremely unfavourable for employees.
The absence of left-oriented parties, which would represent a meaningful
counterweight to the power of bosses and oligarchs, has enabled them to
rule the Serbian political scene unchallenged.
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Rastislav Dinić is an independent researcher and author at the web
portal Peščanik. He obtained his PhD in political philosophy at Belgrade University. He writes on ethics, democratic theory, populism

Is There an Electoral Path
to Power for the Serbian Left?
In her new book “For a Left Populism”, Chantal Mouffe suggests an
electoral strategy for the new left, based on building a broad left populist
movement. However, Mouffe limits her analysis to Western Europe, noting
that the political conjuncture in Eastern European countries requires a
separate analysis, sensitive to the specific post-communist context. In this
presentation, I will try to address some of the issues that Mouffe raises in
her book, and apply them to the current Serbian conjecture, in an attempt
to outline a possible electoral strategy for the Serbian left. As I will argue,
the Serbian context is not marked only by post-communism, but also by
post-Yugoslavism, therefore presenting specific challenges for any left
movement trying to develop an alternative to the current system. The
topic of nationalism, on which Mouffe comments only in passing, still looms
large in the Serbian context, shaping the behaviour of political and social
actors, and acting both as a legitimising tool for post-communist regimes,
and as an ersatz expression of solidarity for the oppressed. The project of
constructing a leftist conception of the “people”, must therefore address
this issue with particular diligence.
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Marija Đorić is an associate professor at the Faculty of Media and
Communications and an associate researcher at the Institute for Political Studies. She received her PhD at the Faculty of Political Sciences in Belgrade. She worked at the Faculty of Political sciences, at the
European Faculty of Law and Political Sciences, and she was the secSession 5

retary of the master studies “Terrorism, organised crime and security”
at Belgrade University. Marija Đorić published three books and more
than 60 papers in different scientific journals. In her research she focuses on ideology, extremism, terrorism, violence, political theory and
security.

The Ideological Foundations
of Contemporary Left-Wing Extremism
– The Case of Serbia
The author researches the ideological foundations of contemporary left-wing extremism in Europe. The initial hypothesis of this paper
is that the foundation of the contemporary left lies in anti-globalism and
the critique of neoliberal capitalism. At the same time, the extreme left
represents a sort of a response to the crisis of the moderate left, that
has met the numerous challenges of the “new world order” quite unprepared. The key line that separates moderate and extreme left-wing options is in fact violence, a basic method of action among left-wing extremists. In Europe, two dominant extreme left-wing currents have
emerged – anarchist and ecologist (for example, Animal Right Extremism), transcending the national frame and creating a growing and strong
international network. With the use of content analysis methods, the
author will examine programme orientations and value systems of the
most significant extreme left-wing movements, organisations and groups
in Serbia. In certain segments (e.g. method of action), left-wing extremists are also coming close to right-wing extremists, which only points to
the fact that extremists, no matter their ideology, are often identified
by violence. The basic left-wing value (equality) is still an integral part of
the axiological system of left-wing extremists, though their target groups
have changed, and thus the focus of left-wing extremists’ actions is not
only the working and peasant class, but some new groups, such as the
LGBT population, prisoners, animals, etc.
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Zorica Mršević is a principal research fellow at the Institute of Social
Sciences in Belgrade. She was deputy of the Ombudsman of the Republic of Serbia for Gender Equality from 2008 to 2011. Teaching:
Comparative Feminist Jurisprudence at the Law School, University of
Iowa, 1996-97, Theory of Violence and Women’s Human Rights at the
gy of Violence and Gender Studies at the Faculty for European Legal
Studies in Novi Sad, 2008-2013. Gender advisor to the OSCE Mission
to Serbia on gender equality issues, 2001-2008. She has authored 24
books and over 400 scientific papers on law, theory of violence, gender equality, human rights of women and other marginalized groups,
and criminology.

Feminism in Serbia and the Left
Feminism is a philiae of the democratic left, one of many to whom
civil society owes its vitality. Global feminism to the moment has successfully led many battles against a broad front of the conservative, rightwing patriarchate. The paper expresses concern for the future destiny
of feminism, women’s studies, feminist projects, public policies oriented
towards the advancement of women’s position, and the theory of gender, as part of the concerns about what will happen to all children of the
left. Will we soon bury and mourn all of them, or try to hold them on
artificial respiration and infusion? Maybe the question of the survival of
feminism as a global project of millions of women and men interested in
social change that will enable women to have a more equal social status,
is still not radically enough raised. All feminist branches, which are active
in Serbia too, from the liberal through the socialist to the post-feminism
and the queer theory, are successfully surviving on the turbulent political
scene of the left, although challenged by the ever-increasing right expansion. This presentation will deal with the eventual role of feminism
and its impact on gender relations in Serbia, in the context of the new
challenges the left is facing.
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democratic parties, as the most important
carriers of the left ideology in post-war
Europe, over the course of the last decade, has
often been related to the world economic crisis
from 2008 and its consequences, but the roots
of the crisis obviously run much deeper. The
end of the post-war economic boom in the 70s,
the breakdown of communism, the effects of
hyper-globalisation and the rise of inequality
and populism in developed countries is bringing
up the question about the role of the
contemporary left and its ideological and
programmatic shifts during this long and still
ongoing process of change. This conference aims
to comparatively address the current challenges
of the left in Europe, to identify the
structural and ideological causes of the crisis
and to discuss theoretical and the already
established models for a re-conceptualisation
of the left.
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